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Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC® ) was developed in 
1994 to provide a universal vocabulary for reporting laboratory and clinical observations. 
This dissertation was aimed at determining whether LOINC is meeting its goal when it is 
used in the real world.  
Three institutions, Associated and Regional University Pathologist (ARUP), 
Intermountain Healthcare, and Regenstrief Institute, were invited to participate in this 
research. These institutions represented three of the seven institutions that provided 
their catalogue of laboratory test names for creating the first version of laboratory 
LOINC codes. We used the EDs to evaluate the coverage, correctness, consistency, 
and competence of LOINC. For coverage, we analyzed how many laboratory tests 
being routinely tested in daily operations could be assigned a correct LOINC code. For 
correctness, we verified the accuracy of LOINC mappings to local codes. For 
consistency and usefulness, we detected any inconsistencies in LOINC design and 




Besides auditing LOINC code use, we also analyzed the result values that were 
associated with the LOINC results (i.e., characteristics like the type of result (number, 
coded value), units of measure, answer set (positive/negative) etc.). We also found that 
consistent use of result values was important in achieving semantic interoperability 
when exchanging laboratory data.  
Our analysis produced the following results: 1. Completeness: LOINC can 
provide 99% coverage rate for the results in two typical health care institutions and 
79% coverage for results from a reference laboratory. 2. Correctness: An error rate of 
4.5% existed in mappings at the three institutions. 3. Consistency and usefulness: 
Several complicated or inconsistent designs for LOINC usage were found, which 
reduced the semantic interoperability of LOINC.  
In this research, we developed a systematic approach for auditing LOINC usage in 
three institutions. We learned that LOINC is not yet perfect, and it needs continued 
improvement to increase the level of interoperability that can be achieved in exchange 
of laboratory results. Only auditing standardized terminologies as they are used in real 
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1.1 Concerns about Using LOINC®  
The following examples illustrate several concerns regarding LOINC® . 
1.1.1 Case 1 
Institution A decided to adopt LOINC®  in their internal laboratory system. 
They wondered if the number of LOINC®  codes was sufficient for mapping their 
internal codes. 
1.1.2 Case 2 
Institution B mapped their laboratory tests to LOINC®  but did not know 
whether their mappings were correct or not. 
1.1.3 Case 3 
Dr. Markovski and colleagues wanted to conduct multi-institutional research 
related to diabetes, with analysis of patients’ blood glucose levels. To facilitate the 
sharing of laboratory test data, they decided to all use LOINC®  for data submission, 
but questioned whether LOINC®  could properly handle the combination of laboratory 






The goal of LOINC®  is to answer these concerns while promoting confidence 
in using LOINC®  in a variety of laboratory systems. 
1.2 Motivations of This Research 
In the early stages of developing technology systems (TSs), we did not know 
how to build a “good” TS. After much trial and error, we arrived at several central 
principles for building TSs. James Cimino’s desiderata (1) summarizes these central 
principles, including vocabulary content, concept orientation, concept permanence, 
nonsemantic concept identifiers, polyhierarchy, formal definitions, rejection of “not 
elsewhere classification” terms, and others. Soon, researchers noted that even these 
principles did not cover all issues related to implementing TSs. For example, Baorto et 
al. (2) pointed out that the multi-axial nature of LOINC®  definitions did not lead to 
easy interoperability of laboratory tests. They evaluated LOINC®  performance when it 
was used to combine laboratory tests from three teaching hospitals and found that the 
complex design of LOINC®  could lead users to choose different, conflicting coding 
strategies. Observing LOINC®  usage in real applications enables us to explore those 






audit LOINC®  usage and learned how to use the information to improve the LOINC 
code system. 
1.3 Outline of Dissertation 
Chapter 2 of this dissertation provides the background for this study and 
contains three parts. Part one summarizes LOINC®  development. Part two discusses 
four requirements—completeness, correctness, consistency, and usefulness—for 
building a functional knowledge system. Part three describes how to utilize extensional 
definitions (EDs) to audit LOINC® . Chapters 3 through 5 show the use of four 
approaches to auditing LOINC® : Chapter 3 analyzes LOINC®  coverage 
(completeness), Chapter 4 examines the correctness of LOINC®  mapping 
(correctness), and Chapter 5 evaluates how effectively laboratory test data can be 
exchanged between institutions using LOINC®  (consistency and usefulness). Chapter 
6 investigates semantic interoperability of laboratory results reported by LOINC® . 
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes our results and discusses the future of LOINC®  
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2.1 Development of LOINC®  
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health 
Problems (ICD) was first developed by a French physician, Jacques Bertillon, and was 
soon adopted by many countries. Its use was (and is) for classifying diseases, 
symptoms, abnormal findings, social circumstances, etc. Health conditions could be 
easily categorized by use of a six-digit code unique to each disease. ICD became the 
“Lingua franca” for communicating disease names. Its codes have since been used 
worldwide to report information in electronic health records (EHR), billing systems, 
and health insurance claim systems. 
The LOINC®  committee first met in February of 1994 with the goal of 
developing a code system for naming clinical observations and laboratory tests in 
common use (1). As ICD had done for disease classification, the goal was to have 
LOINC® become the “Lingua franca” for identifying observations in interoperable 
data exchange in health care. This exchange makes up a large portion of health care 
data, such as measurements of sodium, chloride, hemoglobin, red blood cell count, and 
white blood cell count. 
The LOINC® committee wanted to develop a “fully specified name” for each 






laboratory tests. To achieve that level of granularity, first, LOINC®  incorporated a 
multi-axial approach which was designed as a comprehensive nomenclature for 
creating names for clinical findings. Second, LOINC®  was incorporated in the work of 
IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) as published in the 
Compendium Terminology and Nomenclature of Properties in Clinical Laboratory 
Science (The Silver book) (2). IUPAC created standardized nomenclature in chemistry, 
which was frequently used for naming chemical measurements. It included three axes: 
1. The system in which a measurement is made. The system in laboratory settings is 
usually the specimen type, e.g., urine, blood, ascites, etc. 2. The component, specifying 
the chemical compound or cell type that is being evaluated, e.g., protein, white blood 
cell or antibody. 3. The property of the component: further specifying which 
kind-of-property of the component was being measured, e.g., weight, volume, 
concentration, etc. Third, the LOINC®  committee included experience from 
EUCLIDES (3), Open Labs, and CEN TC251/PT3-008 (4). Fourth, the LOINC®  
committee collected laboratory files from seven participating laboratories. The test 







2.2 Review of Auditing TSs 
Terminology systems such as ICD 9-CM, SNOMED CT, and LOINC®  are 
widely used for improving the interoperability of healthcare data exchange. The high 
quality of TSs is the foundation of high-quality healthcare data. To achieve quality TSs, 
in the beginning, researchers focused on making principles for building reliable TSs. 
Cimino’s desiderata (5) provides a set of principles to guide the creation of TSs.  
As TSs matured, more institutions were willing to adopt them to represent 
biomedical informatics knowledge with the goal of improving semantic 
interoperability. With more content coded by standardized TSs, interest shifted to 
evaluating how TSs perform in real applications. For example, Bodenreider et al. 
evaluated the coverage of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) for Gene 
Ontology (6), Andrews et al. investigated the coding consistency of SNOMED CT in 
reporting rare diseases among three commercial coding companies (7), and Baorto et al. 
analyzed the coding consistency of LOINC®  in three teaching hospitals (8). 
Evaluating TS use in real applications can provide different perspectives for examining 
and improving those systems. Min et al. concluded auditing should be an integral part 






perspectives, such as correctness, coverage, and consistency. Arts (10) and Zhu (11) et 
al. did a thorough review of different approaches in different applications.  
Devanbu’ et al. (12) defined four requirements of a good knowledge system, 
including: 1) Completeness: it should have all the necessary knowledge for the 
intended domain, 2) Correctness: the knowledge should be faithful to the real world, 3) 
Consistency: the knowledge should not be self-contradictory and 4) Competence: the 
system should have efficient algorithms to perform the inferences needed for use in 
clinical applications. These four requirements can be used for evaluating TSs. 
Therefore, in this research, we want to use these four requirements to evaluate 
LOINC® . 
2.3 Characterizing LOINC®  Usage by Generating Extensional  
Definitions (EDs) 
Extensional definitions (EDs) of a group of data, such as mean, standard 
deviation, or a histogram of data frequencies can reflect the actual meaning of data in 
production systems. In Table 2.1, we list several elements of EDs that characterize how 
LOINC®  is used in actual laboratory systems. For example, a local description 






Table 2.1 Extensional Definitions (EDs) included local description, mean, standard 
deviation, units of measure, coded variables and frequency. 
Extensional 
definitions 
Example Containing information for review 
Local 
description 
“Creatinine, 24 hr 
urine”,“Sodium 
urine” 
Local description - mainly provides 
analyte information. In some cases, it 
also provides method (e.g., EIA), 
scale/property (e.g., titer), time (e.g., 24 
hr) or system information (e.g., urine) 
Mean 1.46,137 Mean - provides scale/property 
information (e.g., SCnc/Qn). This is 
mainly useful for numeric tests. 
Standard 
deviation 
0.54, 7.02 Standard deviation - provides 
scale/property information (e.g., 









Table 2.1 Continued 
Extensional 
definitions 
Example Containing information for review 
Units of 
measure 
g/24 h, mmol/L, 
mg/dl 
Units of measure - provides 
scale/property information. This is 








M1M1 (75)  
Coded variables - provides 
scale/property (e.g., Titr/Qn or 
ACnc/Qn). For example, M1M1 is a 
reported value for the genetics test 
‘ALPHA-1-ANTITRYPSIN 
PHENOTYPE’ and its frequency was 75. 
Frequency 50, 184 Frequency - implies whether tests are 









24 hour specimen collection. Another example—the units of measure of a test 
(mg/dl)—can denote that the test measures a numeric quantity, such as a substance 
concentration. The frequency tests are performed can help distinguish rare tests from 
common tests. Zollo et al. successfully used EDs to match local tests among three 
different institutions (13). 
Using a similar approach to that of Zollo et al., we extracted EDs of LOINC®  
codes as they existed in laboratory systems using a program that did not look at the 
identity of the patients during the extraction process. We developed this program to 
obviate any issues in completing our research related to patient privacy concerns.  
To extract EDs from different institutions, first, we developed several 
programs written using Python and Java to parse HL7 messages. Second, we 
pre-installed the programs in a virtual machine (Linux-based operating system) and 
distributed the virtual machines containing the extraction algorithms to the 
participating institutions. Third, collaborating researchers loaded patient data into the 
virtual machines and used the pre-installed programs to extract EDs. Fourth, the 
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A CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCAL LOINC®  MAPPING FOR 
LABORATORY TESTS IN THREE LARGE INSTITUTIONS 
Coauthors: 
Daniel J. Vreeman, Clement J. McDonald, Stanely M. Huff  
Reprinted with permission from Lin MC, Vreeman DJ, McDonald CJ, Huff SM.  
A characterization of local LOINC mapping for laboratory tests in three large 
































3.3.2 Current Use of LOINC®  Codes 
 
3.3.3 Evaluating Terminological Systems 
 
Table 3.1 The definition of concept type coverage and concept token coverage as used 


















3.3.4 Previous Reports on LOINC®  Mapping 
 
3.4 Methods 
3.4.1 Data Sources 
 
3.4.2 Data Scope 
 
 Figure 3.1 The steps in data processing. The patient data as initially stored in the 
source institutions in various formats, with data being stored in an Enterprise Data 
Warehouse, comma separated values (CSV) files, or HL7 messages. The data was 
transformed into standardized CSV files at each site. The CSV files were then scanned 
to generate statistical profiles of each local code. Only the statistical profiles were sent 













3.4.3 Data Collection and Processing 
Figure 3.2 The number of LOINC codes over time (May 1998 – Jan 2009) 






















Figure 3.3 The number of local codes and LOINC codes used at ARUP and 
Intermountain (every April, 2003 - 2007) 
 
Figure 3.4 The cumulative percentage of concept token coverage of mapped and 
unmapped tests at Intermountain, ARUP and Regenstrief (*) in 2007. The three solid 
lines represent the cumulative concept token coverage of mapped tests and the three 
dotted lines represent the percentage of unmapped tests. (*Of the five Regenstrief 
institutions, only the institution having biggest volume was used to create this figure.) 


















3.5.1 The Growth of Local Codes and LOINC®  Codes 
 
3.5.2 The Cumulative Concept Token Coverage of Mapped and Unmapped 
Tests 
3.5.3 The Concept Type Coverage and Concept Token Coverage Before and 
After Manual Review 
3.5.4 The Analysis of Mapped and Unmapped Codes After Review 
Table 3.2 The level of local mappings from each institution. The data sets of 
Regenstrief consist of local codes collected from five institutions. The numbers 
(concept type) from the individual institutions are: 1,311, 1,176, 1,471, 1,187 and 
2,242. 
Table 3.3 The results of mappings before and after manual review of unmapped codes 
at each institution. After review, the number of new mappings found were 91, 8, and 
75 respectively. 
Table 3.4 The percentage of local codes that had LOINC mappings in the original 
submissions and after manual mapping and review. (*)After excluding two types of 









3.6.1 Local Mapping Is Incomplete 
 
Figure 3.5 The histogram of concept token coverage of originally unmapped codes 
which were manually mapped to LOINC at ARUP. The frequency is normalized by the 
biggest frequency of the test (NB Glycine). 
 
Table 3.5 The top 10 newly mapped local terms after manual review are listed by their 
ranks (based on use in instances of data) in the three institutions. In the Intermountain 
















3.6.2 Not All Local Codes Should Be Assigned a LOINC®  Code 
 
Table 3.6 A sample of unmapped concepts showing the categorization of reasons that 
the codes were not mapped. There are five categories: 1) A- no analyte, 2) M – 




















3.6.3 Creation of New LOINC®  Codes 
 
3.6.4 Version Control of LOINC®  Mappings 
 
3.6.5 The Frequency Distribution of Local Codes that Are Mapped to 
LOINC®  Is Highly Skewed 
 
Table 3.7 The concept type coverage and concept token coverage of unmapped codes 
in each category. A- no analyte, M – meaning is not clear, I – internal use, O –overly 
specific method and N – narrative result. The bold number indicates the largest number 
































CORRECTNESS OF VOLUNTARY LOINC®  MAPPING FOR  
LABORATORY TESTS IN THREE  
LARGE INSTITUTIONS 
Coauthors: 
Daniel J. Vreeman, Clement J. McDonald, Stanely M. Huff 
Reprinted with permission from Lin MC, Vreeman DJ, McDonald CJ, Huff SM. 
Correctness of voluntary LOINC mapping for laboratory tests in three large  
institutions. American Medical Informatics Association  











4.2.1 Evaluation of Terminological Systems 
 


















4.2.3 Evaluating LOINC®  mappings using extensional definitions 
 
4.2.4 Problem Statement 
 
4.3 Methods 
4.3.1 Data sources 
 
4.3.2 Data scope 
 
4.3.3 Collect data and generate extensional definitions 
 












Table 4.1 The example of Extensional Definitions (EDs) including local description, 
mean, standard deviation, units of measure, coded variables and frequency. 
 
Table 4.2 The accuracy of mappings for 884 tests by examining each axis of LOINC®  
mapping. 
 
Table 4.3 The review results of 880 tests by examining each axis of LOINC®  mapping. 
The review results were categorized into 3 categories: 1) Correct (C) - The mapping is 
correct, 2) Unknown (U) – The information is insufficient for review, and 3) Error (E) 
– The mapping is an error. (A) – Analyte, (M) –Method, (P) – Property, (T) – Time, 










Table 4.4 Example errors of each axis from the manual review. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
4.5.1 Mapping is not yet perfect 
  
































AUDITING CONSISTENCY AND COMPETENCY OF LOINC®  AMONG 
THREE LARGE INSTITUTIONS - USING VERSION SPACES 
 FOR GROUPING LOINC®  CODES 
Coauthors: 
Daniel J. Vreeman, Clement J. McDonald, Stanely M. Huff 
Reprinted with permission from Lin MC, Vreeman DJ, McDonald CJ, Huff SM. 
Auditing consistency and usefulness of LOINC use among three large  
institutions - using version spaces for grouping LOINC codes.  































5.3.1 Auditing TSs on policy vs. use 
 
5.3.2 The development of LOINC®  
 
Table 5.1 Evolution of LOINC®  model 
 
 






































5.3.5 Proposed framework 
 
5.4 Methods 
5.4.1 Collecting Extensional Definitions (EDs) of LOINC®  from three large 
institutions 
 
Table 5.2 Extensional Definitions (EDs) included local description, mean, standard 
deviation, units of measure, coded variables and frequency. 
 
5.4.2 Creating version spaces for searching similar LOINC®  concepts 







Table 5.3 Example EDs from two different institutions. Two genetic tests are shown 
along with their local names, LOINC®  code mapping and reported values. By 
examining the EDs, we can determine how these two LOINC®  codes were used in each 
institution. 
 
5.4.3 Constructing the Version Space for the <Analyte,?,Time,?,?,System> 
expression 
 









Table 5.4 Example of version spaces. Multiple local tests can be mapped to a single 
LOINC®  code, because even though the local tests are different, the difference is not 
significant according to LOINC®  naming rules. 
 
Table 5.5 The number of laboratory tests and the number of version spaces for 
<Analyte,?,Time,?,?,System> in each institution. 
 
Table 5.6 Pairwise comparison of numbers of tests in each version space between 











Table 5.7 Numbers of pairs having contradictory knowledge and their classifications 
 
Table 5.8 Examples of pairs having contradictory knowledge 
 
Table 5.9 Numbers of pairs having semantically interoperable knowledge, which were 
classified into three categories. II.a is ‘MCnc vs. SCnc’ II.b is ‘Pre vs. Post-coordinate’ 
and II.c is ‘log’ 
 
5.6 Discussion 
5.6.1 Creating LOINC®  codes should be consistent 
 








Table 5.10 Degree of semantic interoperability between two LOINC®  codes. 
 
5.6.3 Measuring semantic interoperability of LOINC®  between two 
institutions 
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6.3.1 LOINC®  in Action 
 
6.3.2 Previous Evaluations of LOINC®  
 
6.3.3 The Design of LOINC®  
 

















6.3.4 Current work to standardize laboratory data 
 
6.3.5 Extensional definitions (EDs) to characterize laboratory data 
Table 6.2 The example of extensional definitions (EDs). 
6.4 Methods 










































Table 6.3 The frequency and percentage of each scale. A: Number of unique LOINC®  
codes, B: Percentage of each LOINC®  code by counting unique LOINC®  codes, C: 
Percentage of each LOINC®  code by counting their total volume 
Table 6.4 The distributions of LOINC® “Class.” The “CHEM,” “HEM/BC,” “MICRO” 
are the most frequently used LOINC®  classes. 




















Table 6.5 Example of the top 15 UOM in three institutions. The percentage is the sum 
of the total test volume. 
 
Figure 6.1 The cumulative percentage of frequencies for non-quantitative tests (Ord 







Table 6.6 Example of coded variables used in ACnc, Nominal and OrdQn category, 
which were summed to their total volume. They are sorted in decreasing frequency. A: 
ARUP, I: Intermountain, R:Regenstrief. “P1” means “one plus” and is a synonym for 
“1+,” 
6.5.2 Comparing the different presentations of laboratory data 
Table 6.7 The number of tests and LOINC®  codes in the data sets. 
 








Table 6.9 Comparison of the different presentations of non-quantitative test results. 
The “Acronym/Synonym” and “Different enumeration lists” were the most frequent 




6.6.1 Heterogeneous formats of quantitative tests 
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By characterizing LOINC®  usage among three large institutions, we evaluated 
whether LOINC®  is meeting its goal of improving interoperability. We used four 
different perspectives, including completeness, correctness, consistency, and 
usefulness, to evaluate LOINC®  use. 
First, completeness of LOINC®  can examine the extent to which the LOINC®  
terminology provides sufficient codes to cover the needs of health care institutions. In 
the two health care provider institutions, LOINC®  covered 99% of test volume. The 
reference laboratory was about 79%, because it contained a greater number of rare tests. 
Another finding was that a small number of high frequency tests account for a large 
percentage of routine test volume; across our three institutions, about 200 tests 
accounted for more than 70% of test volume. The fastest way to reach a high mapping 
rate is to map high frequency tests first. The LOINC®  committee could develop a 
starter set of frequently used LOINC®  codes for newcomers. It was also found that 
LOINC®  codes were created and deprecated relatively frequently. There is a need to 
maintain mappings for the updated LOINC®  codes, and Regenstrief has deployed an 
Exception Browser (1) to do so. The Exception Browser monitors all of the INPC data 






mapped. Therefore, if there are any unrecognized or unclassified codes, the Exception 
Browser captures those codes. If codes need to be mapped, the following steps are 
followed. First, check whether there is an existing LOINC®  code; if not, submit a new 
LOINC®  code to LOINC®  committee. If codes do not need to be mapped, those codes 
should still be marked as “intentionally not mapped” so that they can be differentiated 
from those codes that have been submitted for creation of new codes. In laboratory 
systems, the ability of differentiating local codes from mapped, unmapped, and internal 
use codes is a necessary mechanism for maintenance. 
Correctness of LOINC®  mapping is a fundamental requirement of using LOINC 
codes, because mapping local codes to LOINC codes should preserve the meaning of 
the original local code. We found that 0.45% (4/884) of tests were mapped to totally 
unrelated LOINC®  codes and 4% (36/884) of tests contained at least one error in 
mapping to the 6 axis model of LOINC® . The totally unrelated mappings were 
probably caused by human error and one possible solution to the problem is to use 
RELMA to perform the LOINC®  mappings. The LOINC®  committee is still actively 
developing RELMA, adding new LOINC®  codes, improving search algorithms, 
updating synonym tables, etc. Another common reason for incorrect mapping is the 






reporting toxicology tests, there are codes that distinguish the concept of “screen,” 
“confirm,” “threshold,” and “cutoff” for different purposes, and users have to fully 
understand the design of LOINC®  to avoid inappropriate mappings. In order to 
understand the LOINC®  design, users are encouraged to read the LOINC®  manual 
and receive training in LOINC®  mapping. Sometimes the need for complex LOINC®  
codes can be obviated by making better use of the structure of the message in which 
the codes are used. For example, the use of “raw data” and “interpretation” code 
variants can be avoided by using new fields in the HL7 OBX segment that allow both 
the raw data and interpretation to be recorded in the same data instance. To address this 
problem, the LOINC® committee deprecated the “interpretation” style and adopted the 
Value-Cutoffs-Interpretation style recommended by HL7. 
LOINC® also has the need to “Evolve gracefully.” LOINC® naming should 
support consistency. We discovered several instances of inconsistent LOINC®  naming. 
One important type of inconsistency is the creation of duplicate concepts, e.g., 
“Nom/Prid” vs. “Nar/Prid.” These two styles have different meanings in LOINC® , but 
in production use, people tend to use them to store similar information. Based on this 
example, we learned three things. First, we should resolve knowledge contradictions 






styles of name creation. Second, we should check for internal consistency before 
creating new LOINC®  codes. Third, we should develop a systematic approach to 
checking the consistency of TSs. We created a method that uses the version spaces 
approach to reduce the consistency auditing task to a manageable level. 
The inclusion of more ontological knowledge in LOINC®  will be useful for 
supporting biomedical applications, e.g., information retrieval, data integration, and 
clinical decision support systems. We categorized pairs of codes used in different 
institutions for similar data into three levels: 1) Level I – No loss of meaning, complete 
information was exchanged by the use of identical codes. 2) Level II – No loss of 
meaning, but processing of data was needed to make the data completely comparable. 
3) Level III – Some loss of meaning. For example, tests with a specific “method” could 
be rolled-up with tests that were “methodless.” It would be useful if the LOINC®  
committee provided the above three ontological relationships in the LOINC®  database 
for supporting different uses. 
7.2 Contribution 







1. Systematic approach for auditing LOINC 
We demonstrated the use of four different perspectives (completeness, correctness, 
consistency, and usefulness) to audit LOINC and discovered some errors in LOINC 
usage (Figure 7.1). Understanding these errors can help the LOINC committee to 
improve LOINC design.  
2. Improved terminology characterization methods 
The following informative methods were developed as part of this study: 
 








2-1. Using virtual machine 
Using a Java program that ran in a local virtual machine to generate the 
extensional definitions for local codes eliminated patient privacy issues for data 
collection spanning multiple institutions. We sent out pre-installed virtual machine to 
each institution for processing patient data that reduced patient privacy concerns, since 
no patient identifiable information needed to leave the local institution. 
2-2. Developing EDs for summarizing LOINC usage 
The true meaning of codes can only be understood by considering the context of 
use in actual production systems, but there were only few studies on how to 
characterize use and meaning of codes in production systems. We transformed LOINC 
usage to EDs, which allowed us to use informatics methods to characterize LOINC 
usage, e.g., calculating the similarity between to EDs.  
2-3. Using the version space approach for reducing complexity 
Auditing LOINC is not an easy task, especially dealing the huge size of LOINC. 
One way to reduce the complexity is to segment LOINC into several small groups in a 
meaningful way. We successfully used the version space technique to segment LOINC 






7.3 Future direction 
An automated tool could facilitate the auditing process. In our series of studies, it 
was revealed that auditing LOINC®  requires intensive human review and new 
software developments. Regenstrief’s “Exception Browser” is a good example of using 
an automated tool to reduce human review. EDs of LOINC®  can provide information 
about how LOINC®  was used in real systems. Comparing EDs to the LOINC®  six 
axis model could be used to detect errors, e.g., if scale of one LOINC®  code in EDs 
profiles was “titer” and was mapped to “SCnc,” the mapping is incorrect. EDs of 
LOINC®  can be used to develop quality control programs. 
In the last part of our study, we found that the practical use of LOINC®  codes 
could be enhanced by adding ontological relationships between codes. We identified 3 
levels of interoperable links that can be asserted between LOINC®  codes, which adds 
an important piece of ontologic knowledge to the LOINC database. 
In auditing consistency, we used one model,<Analyte, System, Time,?,?,?>, to 
create version spaces, but we did not examine consistency between two different 
analytes. One possible future direction is to create different models, e.g., <Toxicology, 






concepts. By changing designs of version spaces, we can evaluate LOINC®  more 
thoroughly. 
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